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On his 18th birthday, Ryan Knighton was
diagnosed with Retinitis Pigmentosa (RP),
a congenital, progressive disease marked
by night-blindness, tunnel vision and,
eventually, total blindness.
In this
penetrating, nervy memoir, which ricochets
between meditation and black comedy,
Knighton tells the story of his fifteen-year
descent into blindness while incidentally
revealing the world of the sighted in all its
phenomenal peculiarity.
Knighton
learns to drive while unseeing; has his first
significant relationshipwith a deaf woman;
navigates the punk rock scene and mens
washrooms; learns to use a cane; and tries
to pass for seeing while teaching English to
children in Korea. Stumbling literally and
emotionally into darkness, into love, into
couch-shopping at Ikea, into adulthood,
and into truce if not acceptance of his
identity as a blind man, his writerly self
uses his disability to provide a window
onto the human condition. His experience
of blindness offers unexpected insights into
sight and the other senses, culture, identity,
language, our fears and fantasies.
Cockeyed is not a conventional
confessional. Knighton is powerful and
irreverent in words and thought and
impatient with the preciousness weve come
to expect from books on disability.
Readers will find it hard to put down this
wild ride around their everyday world with
a wicked, smart, blind guide at the wheel.
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Cockeyed The Word Detective Cockeye definition, an eye that squints or is affected with strabismus. See more.
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Cockeyed cock-eyed (adjective) definition and synonyms Macmillan Dictionary When a male is getting head the
female is cock eyed because she is looking down That fence is all over the place, whoever built it must have been cock
eyed. The Cock-Eyed Seagull - Home Facebook Definition of cockeyed in the Idioms Dictionary. cockeyed phrase.
What does cockeyed expression mean? Definitions by the largest Idiom Dictionary. cock-eyed - Wiktionary A general
inability to perform physical actions due to a temporary handicap though all body parts may be included. Cockeyed Wikipedia Citizen Height Weight Photos Science Club Making Stuff How To Guides Travel About Contact . A
life of experiments. Cockeyed Definition of Cockeyed by Merriam-Webster cockeyed /?k?k?a?d/USA pronunciation
adj. Slang TermsSlang. tilted or slanted to one side off-center:The wall map is cockeyed. foolish absurd crazy:a
Synonyms and Antonyms of cockeyed - Merriam-Webster Define cock-eyed (adjective) and get synonyms. What is
cock-eyed (adjective)? cock-eyed (adjective) meaning, pronunciation and more by Macmillan cockeyed - Traduccion al
espanol Linguee Cockeyed definition is - having a cockeye. How to use cockeyed in a sentence. Urban Dictionary:
cockeyed Something thats off-kilter, crooked, or strangely twisted is cockeyed. If the cockeyed pictures on your
grandparents wall drive you crazy, you may need to go cockeyed Worterbuch Englisch-Deutsch Looking for online
definition of Cock-eyed in the Medical Dictionary? Cock-eyed explanation free. What is Cock-eyed? Meaning of
Cock-eyed medical term.
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